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July 31, 2023 – NFL Broncos waive 24 year old KJ Hamler after he was recently diagnosed
with “mild pericarditis” (click here).
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KJ Hamler announced on his Instagram account he has been diagnosed with a “mild heart
irritation, called pericarditis.” He said he would miss some time but intended to be back on
the field this season after treatment with medication.

The Broncos waived Hamler with a non-football illness designation on Monday. Sources told
ESPN the move was made to let him undergo treatment and potentially bring him back later
if he is cleared.

Hamler said in his Instagram post he had experienced chest pains during workouts before
training camp began.

https://www.espn.com/nfl/player/_/id/4240380/kj-hamler
https://www.instagram.com/p/CvX3bt1Ldb2/?hl=en
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July 21, 2023 – NFL Cleveland Browns wide receiver, 32 year old Marquise Goodwin has
blood clots in his legs and lungs, the team announced (click here).

https://nypost.com/2023/07/21/browns-marquise-goodwin-has-blood-clots-in-legs-and-lungs/
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Goodwin, 32, was placed on the non-football illness list last Friday after feeling discomfort in
his legs and shortness of breath during team workouts this spring.

The blood clots will force the receiver, who is entering his 10th season in the NFL, to miss
the  start  of  training  camp,  the  Browns  said.  “It  was  really  alarming  at  first  because  I’ve
experienced injury throughout my career, but it’s never been anything like this that could
turn into something detrimental if it’s not taken care of,” he told the team website.

“It was frightening at first, but now I’m at ease with it. I’ve prayed and just given it over to
God.

Goodwin doesn’t know when he will be able to get on the field again.

July 29/30, 2023 – Four bizarre retirements from NFL announced within 24 hours: ages 23,
25, 27 and 28. No explanations given for any of them!
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International Soccer Players “Retired Suddenly”

July 28, 2023 – 28 year old Ex-Premier League player Nabil Bentaleb has his $4 million
transfer to Lille held up due to “medical concerns” – he failed his recent medical exam.
(click here).

https://www.thesun.co.uk/sport/23233141/nabil-bentaleb-tottenham-angers-heart/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=Peaky+Sports&utm_campaign=publer
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July  26,  2023  –  22  year  old  Ex-Premier  League  (Brighton  Club)  soccer  player  Lars
Dendoncker forced to RETIRE after being diagnosed with a “heart condition” (click here).

https://www.thesun.co.uk/sport/23199928/premier-league-lars-dendoncker-retire-brighton-heart-condition/
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July 10, 2023 – 23 year old Noah Fadiga, a Senegal player in French Ligue 1 Club Brest, had
his contract terminated over “irregular heartbeat”. He also had his license to play soccer in
France revoked and must look outside of France to continue his career (click here).

https://www.getfootballnewsfrance.com/2023/noah-fadigas-brest-contract-terminated-over-heart-problems/
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French soccer authorities apparently have a “zero tolerance policy on cardiac issues” which
is wildly ironic.

July 4, 2023 – 22 year old Luca Beckenbauer, grandson of professional German soccer player
Franz Beckenbauer, was forced into retirement due to “heart condition” allegedly caused by
COVID-19 (much more likely caused by COVID-19 vaccination).
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Jan. 15, 2023 – 25 year old soccer player Enock Mwepu was forced to retire from Premier
League Brighton Club after suffering a suspected heart attack while driving!
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Jan.  12,  2023 –  German professional  soccer  player  Marcel  Scheifl  has  been  disabled  since
COVID-19 vaccination and has been fighting for a normal life for 1.5 years (click here).

https://www.nn.de/sport/amateurfu%C3%9Fball/das-leben-ist-weggebrochen-hobbyfussballer-marcel-scheifl-ist-seit-der-corona-impfung-ein-invalide-1.12867288
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My Take… 

Mainstream media is not covering these stories, which is not surprising.

These are serious injuries that are ending the careers of athletes in their 20s – once again
we see injuries typical of COVID-19 vaccination such as myocarditis, pericarditis, unspecified
“heart conditions”, arrhythmias and of course blood clots.

I believe there is a logical reason why the COVID-19 vaccine injured, including professional
athletes, are treated so horribly.

The  COVID-19  vaccine  “died  suddenly”  individuals  offer  a  crime  scene  that  can  be  easily
scrubbed and then forgotten. If an autopsy is done, an “indeterminate” result is acceptable
or the cause of death is blamed on something else and everyone moves on. The “vaccine
crime” can be wiped clean.

The COVID-19 vaccine injured, however, present a crime scene that cannot be scrubbed.
Their untreatable injury is a constant reminder of the crimes committed by their doctors,
employers,  in  this  case  sports  officials,  and  more  broadly  speaking  politicians,  judges  and
health leaders.

The COVID-19 vaccine injured ARE evidence of crimes that cannot be scrubbed and won’t go
away quietly. They are the open crime scene that constantly points at the perpetrators of
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the crimes who are trying to avoid consequences.

This may explain, in part, the behavior of French soccer authorities and their “zero tolerance
policy” regarding heart injuries they themselves caused and are legally liable for.

*
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and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
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